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ABSTRACT

WE PRESENT A NEW STATISTICAL MODEL FOR THE X‐RAY FLUCTUATIONS OF ACCRETING BLACK HOLES,
BASED ON A MIXTURE OF INDEPENDENT STOCHASTIC PROCESSES. OUR MODEL IS A SOLUTION TO THE
LINEAR STOCHASTIC DIFFUSION EQUATION, AND IS CONSISTENT WITH THE OBSERVED BROKEN POWER‐LAW
FORM FOR POWER SPECTRAL DENSITIES OF THESE OBJECTS. HOWEVER, BECAUSE THE MODEL IS
FORMULATED IN THE TIME DOMAIN VIA A SET OF STOCHASTIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, FITTING THE
MODEL IS ALSO DONE IN THE TIME DOMAIN VIA A BAYESIAN APPROACH. THIS MAKES IT A VALUABLE
COMPLEMENT TO FREQUENCY‐DOMAIN BASED METHODS, IN THAT IT PROVIDES ASTROPHYSICAL INSIGHT;
IS COMPUTATIONALLY EFFICIENT; AND IS NOT BIASED BY RED NOISE LEAK, ALIASING, IRREGULAR
SAMPLING, OR MEASUREMENT ERROR. WE APPLY OUR MODEL TO COMBINED RXTE + XMM X‐RAY
LIGHTCURVES OF 10 BRIGHT LOCAL AGN AND SHOW THAT OUR MODEL IS BOTH A GOOD FIT TO THE
DATA, AND IS ABLE TO RECOVER PREVIOUS RESULTS.

€

Mo6va6on

• AGN and galac6c black holes (GBH) display similar variability proper6es, important for
understanding how physics of the accre6on ﬂow scale with mass
•Fluctua6ons may represent how the accre6on ﬂow `responds’ to a perturba6on,
probes viscosity and structure of accre6on ﬂow
• Dependence of characteris6c 6me scales on black hole mass and accre6on rate
provides test of simple accre6on ﬂow solu6ons

• Consider the linear diﬀusion equa6on for a medium subject to a random spa6ally‐correlated
driving noise ﬁeld:
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y(x,t): Quan6ty undergoing diﬀusion (e.g.,
mass, heat, etc)
W(x,t): Gaussian noise ﬁeld, white noise in
6me but correlated in space
a: Diﬀusion constant

• The solu6on, y(x,t), is a mixed OU process at each loca6on x (Chow 2007)
• Under this interpreta6on, the accre6on disk structure acts as a low‐pass ﬁlter on the driving
noise
Dri6 7me scale at accre7on
ﬂow edge

• The lower break frequency corresponds to the viscous
6mescale near the outer edge of the region
experiencing the random perturba6ons
• The upper break frequency may correspond to
the crossing 6me for a perturba6on traveling across
the characteris6c spa6al scale of the driving noise
ﬁeld

The Stochas6c Model
Dri6 7me scale across characteris7c
spa7al scale of W(x,t)

• Kelly et al. (2009) showed that AGN op6cal variability on 6me scales of ~ 3 days to ~ 7
years is well described by an Ornstein‐Uhlenbeck (OU) process
• Applica6on of the OU process to larger samples (Kozłowski et al. 2010, MacLeod et al.
2010) has conﬁrmed this, and the model has also been applied to sub‐mm lightcurves
(Strom et al. 2010)
• The OU process, L(t), with mean μ, characteris6c 6me scale τc = 1 / ωc and white
random driving noise σW(t) is the solu6on to the stochas6c diﬀeren6al equa6on

Applica6on to AGN X‐ray Lightcurves
• Used our stochas6c model to ﬁt the lightcurves of 10 AGN with long, high quality X‐ray
lightcurves from RXTE (Sobolewska & Papadakis 2009)
• Also included XMM lightcurves, when available

dL(t) = −ω c (L(t) − µ)dt + σW (t)

•Probes 6me scales of ~ seconds to ~ years

• The power spectrum of the OU process is a Lorentzian

P(ω ) ∝ (ω c2 + ω 2 )−1, P(ω ) ∝1 (ω << ω c ), P(ω ) ∝ ω −2 (ω >> ω c )
•€
We use a mixture of independent OU processes on a grid of characteris6c 6me scales
to model the bending power‐law shape of X‐ray power spectra

RXTE

XMM

P(ω ) ∝ Constant

€

P(ω ) ∝1/ω α , 0 ≤ α ≤ 2

€

€

P(ω ) ∝1/ω 2

Observed lightcurve obtained from RXTE (lef) and XMM‐Newton (right), compared with the running average
predicted from the best‐ﬁing mixed OU stochasec process. The scajer about the running average is due to a combinaeon
of the Poisson noise and random ﬂuctuaeons caused by the driving noise; the running average is the expected value of the
stochasec process given the previous values, and will in general not equal the actual realizaeon of the stochasec process.
The mixed OU process provides a good ﬁt to the data and reproduces many of the features of the power spectrum.
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Simulated lightcurves seen on diﬀerent eme scales (lef) for the mixed OU process and power
spectrum for the mixed OU process (right). The mixed OU stochasec process is a sum of independent
OU stochasec processes. The upper and lower breaks In the power spectrum correspond to the
maximum and minimum characterisec eme scales of the OU processes used in the summaeon.

• Because the mixed OU process has a State Space representa6on, we use the Kalman
recursions to calculate the likelihood func6on.
• We ﬁt the model using a Bayesian approach directly on the logarithm of the lightcurve
itself, no Fourier transforms are used
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Dependence on black hole mass of the characteris6c 6me scale corresponding to the high frequency break in the X‐ray
power spectrum (lem) and the rate at which variability power is ‘injected’ into the lightcurve (right). The amplitude of very
short 6me scale variability is propor6onal to the rate of variability power injec6on. Tight correla6ons are apparent, and
conﬁrm earlier trends found by, e.g., McHardy et al. (2006) regarding the characteris6c 6me scale and Zhou et al. (2010)
regarding the short 6me scale variability amplitude.

